A THEOREM ON THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS FOR ABSTRACT, QUASI-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
1. Derivatives, integrals, limit conditions Assume that we are given: a) real linear spaces: L^ and iP,1? c L^,* b) m derivatives: i.e. linear operations from the space I? onto the space L^, so that x e L°, A S.x e L° i
1
The space L is defined as a subspace L such that We assume that various derivatives and integrals do commute 2 S.S.x = S.S.x, for x 6 L , i,j = 1,2,...,m. J-J J T i (q i )T ;j (q i )f = Tj (q j JT ± (q ± )f, for feL°, 1 £ S ± T 3 (qj)x = Tj (q ^ )S ± ac f for x e L 1 , i^j. 
with norms
in products of some Banach spaces. Now we will give a theorem about the equivalence of the implicite equation (2.2) and an explicite equation for the n-th gradient S^x in certain neighbourhood of nonsingular integral.
We will use the theorem about implicite functiojns. does not exist or is not continuous, will be called degenerate points of the equation (2.1).
In the case of nondegenerate points (a 0 ,b 0 ) there is an equivalent explicite equation (2.6) with the continuous right side for a e U & in a neighbourhood of (aQ,bQ).
We shall further consider an explicite differential equation.
Necessary condition for the existence of solutions for a differential equation
Let us consider the equation Lemma.
If an element of the equation (3.1) with limit condition (3.2) in a set G is a nonsingular solution of the equation (3.5), then
Proof. 1° Because f is a continuous function, we have ||s G x|M|f(x))|| i 0 
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There is A-j-(z) : Ker S --Ker S for z t £2. . We understand the symbol / Ax(z)s(z) S?u in such a way that z=x j" 1 first of all we find the derivative S*u for the function u = ju(x)j then we take limit condition s(z)SjU, multiply A(z)s(z)SjU and repeat substitution ^ Aj(z)s(z)SjU.
Remark. For example substitute for u = ju(x)J , x e ¿2 , u=u(k), k 6 N m
Ajix) 3u
Tx z=x 3u 3x
Bjik) Afcu z=k aj(z.) k=z Aku.
Definition. The equation Prom (a) and (b) we have the equation (6.2). We will prpve that the limit condition (6.3) is fulfilled. We have Prom (c) and (d) we obtain that the limit condition (6.3) for the equation (6.4) is fulfilled. MPli'irr * Dr L and is independent of the choice of the P^ and G-j-coefficients. The neighbourhood ¿0 is defined by the inequalities
The following estimation is true:
Further we have Corollary.
If |j (T' x ) ± (q ) || w < <5, where 5 fulfils the condition (6.6) and is the set from the lemma, in this case there is exactly one solution in the sum U Q a in the (7.1) equation. This solution can be "obtained using the method of succesive approximation. Example 1. The equation for Xp + y-Q = 1 , x ri ,y n > oi > 0 give the equation -808 -
